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Abstract: As Indian cities adopt the concept of transit-oriented development (TOD), concerns have
arisen regarding the applicability of TOD standards formulated in developed countries in the Indian
context. This study aims to estimate the TOD influence areas in New Delhi by examining the last
mile connectivity patterns of passengers on the Delhi Metro Railway (DMR). Questionnaire surveys
conducted on the last mile connectivity reveals use of various access modes for metro stations in
India, although current research only considers walking and cycling to be universal forms of access.
Therefore, this study focuses on the DMR’s multimodal accessibility to investigate the last mile
distance of each mode. In order to offset the rounding errors of reported distance, a heaping model
and multiple imputation (MI) were employed to improve the accuracy of the reported distance.
Afterward, distance decay analysis and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used
to determine the thresholds of last mile distances. The findings show that the influence area differs
across travel modes and increases in the order of walking, informal transit, buses, and private
transport, respectively.

Keywords: transit-oriented development; multimodal; rounding; multiple imputation; distance
decay; receiver operating characteristic

1. Introduction

The catchment or influence area of transit stations is a key factor in transit-oriented development
(TOD) planning. There have been many studies on TOD’s influence area in developed nations.
According to Cervero et al. [1], Bernick and Cervero [2] and Guerra et al. [3], the extent of an influence
area is usually based on one’s willingness to walk. Researchers have put forward various distances;
most range from 400 to 800 m [4–6]. Guerra et al. [3] says that even though 1/2 mile (800 m) has been
adopted as the de facto standard for TOD influence areas in the US, “The half-mile transit catchment
area, whether radial or network-based is more an artifact of historical precedent than a statistical or
analytical construct,” raising doubts about the feasibility of adopting this standard. Limited research
exists on this regard but show that people are willing to walk or cycle longer than the half mile
standard [7–13]. Those research results give different distance values with each other indicating that
the transit catchment area may vary among cities, travel modes (both last mile and transit mode),
types of area (urban or sub-urban) and trip purposes. Meanwhile, those studies focused only on
walking [3,8,10,11] and cycling [12,13] as the access modes.
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Recently, TOD is being promoted across India. The Ministry of Urban Development of India
gave notification pertaining to the National TOD Policy to promote sustainable urbanization in Indian
cities [14]. Based on research from developed countries, India’s national TOD policy [14] defines
an influence area as being “in the immediate vicinity of the transit station, i.e., within a walking
distance, having high density compact development with mixed land use to support all basic needs
of the residents.” Furthermore, it specifies the influence zone of transit stations as falling within
a walking distance of 500–800 m (i.e., a 10–12 min walk). However, it is necessary to establish whether
such measurements apply to Indian cities, since their travel patterns and population densities differ
significantly from those of developed states. According to Park et al. [7], these distances may be suitable
for American cities, but they may not be suited for cities in Europe and Asia. This is corroborated by
Sung and Oh [15] whose research showed that TOD planning factors need to be carefully implemented
in high density metropolises such as Seoul, South Korea.

Regarding Indian cities, few studies have examined last mile distances and influence areas of transit
stations. The existing research illustrates that when people access transit stations, they are willing to
walk or cycle longer distances than are mentioned in the national TOD policy [16–20]. Arasan et al. [16]
investigated non-motorized transport (NMT) in the city of Tiruchirapalli, and found willingness to walk
and cycle to be 1700 and 5200 m, respectively. This study calculated the maximum walking and cycling
distances after which people will consider switching to public transit. Therefore, their result shows
large distances compared to other Indian case studies. They also indicate that those distances depend
on factors such as journey purposes, socio economic characteristics of the travelers, the available travel
modes, residential environment, etc. Rastogi and Rao [17] scrutinized the multimodal nature of transit
access trips and demonstrated that walking is the most preferred mode for distances under 1250 m.
For distances longer than 1250 m, various modes (such as walking, bicycling, auto rickshaw, taxi, bus,
and car) were competitive. Since 86% of passengers walk less than 1250 m, Rastogi [18] proposed this
figure as the catchment area for suburban rail stations in a case study on Mumbai. In terms of time,
Rastogi [19] suggested a 5–10 min walk to transit stations as the criterion area to be developed in line
with NMT. Johar et al. [20] administered a survey to bus commuters in New Delhi and looked at their
walking distances for trips for different purposes. The mean walking distance ranged from 600 to
700 m for diverse reasons such as work, education, recreation and shopping.

However, these studies only focused on the transit access distance by walking and cycling,
although various forms of travel are used for last mile connectivity, including informal modes (such
as auto rickshaws, cycle rickshaws, electric rickshaws, Gramin seva, etc.), buses and private modes
(such as cars and two wheelers). Informal transit is one of the most popular modes, especially for
the middle class in Indian cities. Informal transit has been defined as “public transport services
that are provided differently as compared to the typical government-provided bus- and rail-based
transport in cities” [21]. They perform a critical role in urban mobility by helping to reduce the
demand-supply gap of public transit. Guillen et al. [22] highlighted the importance of informal
modes in developing countries and found that commuters tend to use these modes even for a short
distance. Besides, buses and private modes are also popular access modes to transit stations in Indian
cities. This multimodal accessibility is highly different from developed countries, which have simpler
transport modes. Furthermore, Indian cities’ high density and income disparities require a myriad of
access travel modes.

This study focuses on the multimodal accessibility of transit users in India to examine the
appropriate influence area of TOD using a survey data carried out in New Delhi, India. The data set
was obtained from a questionnaire survey administered by Delhi Metro Railway (DMR) Corporation
(DMRC) to DMR passengers in December 2015. The initial analysis of the data however discovered
considerable rounding and heaping in the reported travel distance. Rounding and heaping data may
cause substantial errors in the model estimation and lead to biased results.

Studies on the survey data often face such rounding and heaping problems, and have employed
various techniques to overcome them [23–25]. Heitjan and Rubin [23] proposed a multiple imputation
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(MI) method to correct for heaped age values. According to their study, the imputation task mainly
consists of two steps: a modeling task, i.e., creating and estimating a heaping model, to predict missing
values from the observed values and model parameters; and an imputation task which formulates
the posterior distribution according to the estimation results of the heaping model to draw missing
values. Heitjan and Rubin [23] proposed an ordered probit regression heaping model and a simple
acceptance rejection procedure for the imputation task to adjust for the missing age data. In their
research, they performed a Monte Carlo experiment to verify the estimation and imputation task.
Drechsler and Kiesel [24] discuss the potential bias form rounding for income data and indicate that
analyzing reported data without any adjustment to account for the rounding will lead to biased results.
They corrected the rounding error through imputation and implemented a repeated simulation design
to illustrate that valid inferences can be obtained using the imputed data. Recently, Yamamoto et al. [25]
applied the heaping model developed by Heitjan and Rubin [23] to solve the heaping issue of reported
vehicle kilometers traveled. Since longer vehicle kilometers may raise the probability of higher levels
of coarseness, an ordered response model was used to account for the coarseness level of reported
vehicle kilometers. Making a comparison with the conventional regression model, they demonstrate
that the proposed heaping model is more efficient to investigate the effect of the explanatory variables
on vehicle kilometers.

Based on those research works, first, we implemented the imputation task to adjust the rounding
errors in our data as described in Section 3. After that, we proceeded with the analysis on the travel
distances by using the imputed data to achieve our primary goal to examine the influence area with
multimodal accessibility. In the field of the examination on the travel distances, two approaches have
arisen. One is the distance decay analysis to catch the relationship between distance and the coverage
of travel demand. The other one is the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis to determine
the threshold distance for traveling. We implemented both approaches to understand the coverage
rate of transit passengers with the travel distance by each mode and the maximum point of distance
they would travel. Those works are shown in Section 4.

In the distance decay analysis, Zhao et al. [9] proposed an exponential distance decay function to
forecast transit walking accessibility. They concluded that the decay function gave a better prediction
compared to traditional buffer analysis and the network ratio method. Their work induced attention
regarding to distance decay analysis. Referring to Zhao et al. [9], Kimpel et al. [26] posited a logistic
decay function to study catchment areas of bus stops, and inferred that the distance decay function
could overcome the overestimation problem associated with buffer analysis. In their model, the decay
function is modified to a logistic function in order to reflect a more gradual decline in terms of transit
demand at short distances, a steeper decline as the distance approaches one quarter mile, and a more
gradual tail. Larsen et al. [27] applied the exponential decay function to a case study of Montréal,
Canada and suggested that it could be used to better understand catchment areas and the level of
access to services. They examined travel distances by walking and cycling for various purposes such
as work, school, shopping, and leisure, while the previous two studies only focused on walking.
Since distance decay has received more attention in investigations on travel demand, Halas et al. [28]
explored issues pertaining to the shape and parameters of distance decay functions based on daily
travel-to-work flows. They put forth a compound power exponential function for the shape of each
function to detect different decay tendencies in various cities. This function has been extended to
include parameters of population and the number of jobs to demonstrate the high potential of the
decay function when applied in various studies. In this study, we applied an exponential function to
the decay function to estimate the relationship between travel distance and travel demand coverage as
described in Section 4.1.

The ROC analysis is applied broadly in the health and medical fields for diagnostic testing.
Recently, researchers have used ROC curves to calculate the threshold distances for people who walk as
active travelers against those who use other modes as passive travelers [29–31]. Chillon et al. [29] and
Rodríguez-López [30] used ROC curves to study the threshold distances walked to school by children
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of different age groups. Chillon et al. [31] carried out ROC analysis to find the threshold distances
for university students who walk or cycle. Based on their work, we executed the ROC analysis for
walking to get the threshold of walking distances as shown in Section 4.2.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 1 introduces this study. Section 2 gives data
description and is divided into two subsections. Section 2.1 talks about the study area and data,
and Section 2.2 describes the rounding errors in the reported distance data. The imputation process
is employed to correct the reported distance data in Section 3 with two steps: the heaping model to
account for the rounding errors in Section 3.1, and the MI process to draw adjusted distance values
in Section 3.2. The estimation of the influence areas for different modes using the imputed data is
described in Section 4. Section 4.1 describes the distance decay analysis and Section 4.2 describes the
ROC analysis. Section 5 presents the conclusions of the study.

2. Data Description

2.1. Study Area and Data

New Delhi has been served by its rapid transit system, the DMR, since 2002; it was built in phases.
Currently, its network is 317 km long, with 231 stations. The DMR connects New Delhi to the cities of
Bahadurgarh, Faridabad, Ghaziabad, Gurgaon and Noida in the National Capital Region (NCR). It is
operated and managed by the DMRC. Figure 1 shows the Delhi Metro route network (Phase I and II)
existing at the time of our studied data.

New Delhi is one of the first cities to have adopted TOD in India. For the Master Plan of Delhi
(MPD), the Delhi Development Authority (DDA) categorized the city’s TOD influence areas into three
zones: intense, standard and transition. The intense zone is the most compact, with 300 m around all
metro stations, and 800 m around regional interchange stations. The standard zone is 800 m around
all metro stations. The transition zone is 2000 m around all metro and regional interchange stations,
taking 10 min of cycling into account. In these zones, a mixed land use has been suggested which
allows flexibility in the mix of various possible uses, except for polluting and potentially hazardous
uses [32]. The MPD-2021 [33] specifies a belt with a width of approximately 500 m on both sides of
the Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS) corridor. These influence areas are planned to promote NMT
infrastructure, mixed land use, and to improve first and last mile connectivity to encourage transit
usage. These standards need to be verified according to the city’s characteristics considering last mile
connectivity travel patterns.

The use of land, built environment and route conditions are important factors of accessibility in
the planning of TOD. In this study, we did not include the impacts of land use on accessibility or vice
versa, since there is lack of those data. Instead, we focused on the last mile distance variations among
different access modes analyzing the actual last mile travel patterns reported by the transit users.

The last mile travel data used for this study comes from the questionnaire survey carried out by
the DMRC in December 2015, as mentioned in the previous section. This survey contained questions
concerning access and egress travel patterns of DMR passengers, such as trip purposes, travel modes,
travel distances and time. Passengers’ attributes, such as gender, age and income, were also included.
This survey was carried out across 131 metro stations covered by DMR during the survey time.

After excluding records for incomplete responses, we obtained a total of 1348 individual samples,
with 927 records for access and 858 for egress. The sample size of each station is not adequate enough
to carry out analysis on a specific station. The average sample size across all stations was about 8,
less than 20 in most stations. Therefore, we conducted a generic analysis across all stations rather than
specific station based analysis.
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Figure 1. Delhi Metro network route map (Phase I and II). Source: www.ameliabusinessdirectory.com.

Figure 2 displays the shares of various modes for last mile trips. Walking and informal transit
are the most commonly used for both access and egress, followed by buses and private transport.
Informal transit includes (shared) auto, cycle and electric rickshaws, in addition to a shared minivan
service known as Gramin Seva. Private forms include cars and two-wheelers. The share of walking for
egress is much greater than for access. The use of private vehicles for egress is much lower compared
to access.

www.ameliabusinessdirectory.com
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Figure 2. (a) Shares of access modes; (b) shares of egress modes.

2.2. Rounding Problem of Reported Distance Data

Figure 3 shows the relative frequency distribution and cumulative distribution of access distances
by walking. It can be seen that these distances have been heaped at particular points, multiples of
100, 500 and 1000 m. This confirms that the reported distance contains rounding effects. In addition,
more observations are reported for shorter (less than 1000 m) versus longer distances. The observations
become coarser and clustered around multiples of 500 or 1000 m for longer distances. This implies that
the respondents rounded most distances, and the coarseness level of the reported distance increases
with the traveling distance. Figure 3 also demonstrates big jumps at multiples of 500 and 1000 m.
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Figure 3. Distribution of reported distances for access by walking.

Table 1 presents sample distributions of reported distance in terms of rounding. The outlined cells
indicate the categories with the significant number of rounding. This shows that almost all reported
distances are rounded as multiples of 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 m. We observed data rounding at higher
numbers (500, 1000 and 5000 m) for private transport and buses, whereas rounding at 100, 500 and
1000 m seems to be popular for walking. This implies that longer distance may raise higher level of
coarseness caused by the rounding. Meanwhile, distances traveled by informal modes are rounded at
100, 500, 1000 and 5000 m. We removed bicycling from this study due to its small sample size.
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Table 1. Rounding of reported distances for various modes *.

Cases Walking Informal Private Bus Bicycle

Access
distances

Multiples of 5000 m excluding
multiples of 10,000 m 2 45 19 31 2

Multiples of 1000 m excluding
multiples of 5000 m 129 240 67 69 11

Multiples of 500 m excluding
multiples of 1000 m 131 51 11 7 0

Multiples of 100 m excluding
multiples of 500 m 101 7 0 0 1

Not multiples of 100 m 1 0 2 0 0
Total cases 364 343 99 107 14

Egress
distances

Multiples of 5000 m excluding
multiples of 10,000 m 1 28 8 21 1

Multiples of 1000 m excluding
multiples of 5000 m 137 198 15 54 6

Multiples of 500 m excluding
multiples of 1000 m 183 38 3 5 1

Multiples of 100 m excluding
multiples of 500 m 147 5 0 1 1

Not multiples of 100 m 4 0 0 0 0
Total cases 472 269 26 81 9

* The outlined cells indicate the categories with significant number of rounding.

The rounded reported distance may cause errors in our final goal to estimate distances people
are willing to travel for access via each mode. In order to account for the rounding errors of reported
distance, we applied the imputation methodology to correct the reported distance as described in the
following section.

3. Correcting Rounding Errors through Imputation

In order to account for the rounding errors of reported distance, we took two steps:
First, we constructed a heaping model to account for the rounding errors of the reported distance data,
which formulates a model to predict the coarseness of reported distances. Second, we implemented MI
to draw actual distances according to the given distribution of the heaping model.

3.1. A Heaping Model to Account for Rounding Errors

The heaping model to account for rounding errors consists of two functions: a data model function
to formulate the distribution of the heaping data and a coarseness function for the rounding behavior.
As shown in Figure 3, the reported distance data shows approximately log-normal distribution that is
similar to the distribution of vehicle kilometers in Yamamoto et al. [25]. In addition, the coarseness
level may increase with longer distance traveled as shown in Table 1. This feature of our data is also
similar to the data studied by Yamamoto et al. [25]. Therefore, we applied their heaping model in
our analysis.

Our heaping model is built upon Yamamoto et al. [25]. It takes the form of a discrete mixture of
an ordered probit model. The model of reported distance is given as:

ln
(
y∗i

)
= βxi + εi, (1)

where y∗i is the actual distance of individual i, yi is the reported distance, β is a parameter vector, xi
is a vector of explanatory variables, and εi is a random variable that follows a normal distribution.
We treated xi differently for different modes. Based on the cases of rounding shown in Table 1,
we assumed walking distances to be rounded to multiples of 100, 500 and 1000 m. We assumed
distances traveled informal modes to be rounded to multiples of 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 m. We assumed
distances traveled by private transport and bus to be rounded to multiples of 500, 1000 and 5000 m.
This means that y∗i lies in the range [yi − 50, yi + 50] if the reported distance is rounded to multiples of
100 m, in the range [yi − 250, yi + 250] if multiples of 500 m, in the range [yi − 500, yi + 500] if multiples
of 1000 m, and in the range [yi − 2500, yi + 2500] if multiples of 5000 m.
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The levels of coarseness are latent variables and cannot be observed. Therefore, it is not possible
to determine whether a distance was rounded to the nearest 100, 500, 1000 or 5000 m. For example,
a reported distance of 3000 m could be rounded to multiples of 100, 500 or 1000 m. According to
Yamamoto et al. [25], the coarseness of the reported value can be modeled as a latent variable. Since the
coarseness level changes with the length of distance, it can be defined as a function of the actual
distance. In addition, respondents’ socio-economic characteristics may also affect the coarseness of
their report. Therefore, the coarseness function is defined as

z∗i = α ln
(
y∗i

)
+ γXi + ζi, (2)

where, zi stands for the coarseness of the report, α and γ are parameters, and ζi is a normally distributed
random variable.

The coarseness of the reported data can be discretized as Equation (3) if there are three multiple
cases according to walking, private transport and bus.

zi = 1if z∗i < 0
= 2if 0 ≤ z∗i< θ1

= 3if θ1 ≤ z∗i .
(3)

On the other hand, it can be extended to Equation (4) if there are four multiple cases, as shown in
the informal mode.

zi = 1if z∗i < 0
= 2if 0 ≤ z∗i< θ1

= 3if θ1 ≤ z∗i< θ2

= 4if θ2 ≤ z∗i .

(4)

Given the coarseness, the reported distance can be represented by the ordered response model
with known thresholds. For example, in the case of walking, the reported distance is heaped as
multiples of 100 m if zi = 1, multiples of 500 m if zi = 2, and multiples of 1000 m if zi = 3. One of the
thresholds is normalized at 0 to identify an intercept term in the latent coarseness process.

Since the coarseness z∗i depends on ln(y∗i ), it is assumed to be distributed as a bivariate normal
with mean

E =

(
ln y∗i

z∗i

)
=

(
βxi

αβxi + γxi

)
, (5)

and covariance matrix V is given by:

V =

(
ln y∗i

z∗i

)
=

 σ2
ε ασ2

ε

ασ2
ε σ2

ζ + α2σ2
ε

, (6)

where σ2
ε and σ2

ζ are variances of εi and ζi, respectively. In order to identify α, σ2
ζ + α2σ2

ε is normalized
to 1 to fix the scale.

A region S(yi) of possible values for (y∗i , z∗i ) can be defined, which all map to yi. It is
defined in the case of the informal mode whereby the region Li = [yi − 50 , yi + 50) × (−∞, 0)
corresponds to heaped multiples of 100 m, Mi = [yi − 250 , yi + 250) × [0, θ1) corresponds to heaped
multiples of 500 m, Ni = [yi − 500 , yi + 500) × [θ1, θ2) corresponds to heaped multiples of 1000 m,
and Hi = [yi − 2500 , yi + 2500) × [θ2, ∞) corresponds to heaped multiples of 5000 m, as shown in
Equation (7). The same rule applies to walking, private transport, and buses.

S(yi) = Li if yi mod 100 == 0, and yi mod 500 , 0
= Li ∪Mi if yi mod 500 == 0, and yi mod 1000 , 0
= Li ∪Mi ∪Ni if yi mod 1000 == 0, and yi mod 5000 , 0
= Li ∪Mi ∪Ni ∪H if yi mod 5000 == 0.

(7)
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The log-likelihood function for the parameters is given as Equation (8) and estimated by the maximum
likelihood (ML) method.

LL =
∑n

i=1
ln

∫
S(yi)

f
(
ln y∗i , z∗i

)
dy∗i dz∗i , (8)

where f
(
ln y∗i , z∗i

)
is the bivariate normal of E and V.

Table 2 displays the explanatory variables used in the model. The rounding level of reported
distance may differ among the respondents. In order to account for differences between them, we studied
individual and household characteristics (such as gender, age, household income, individual income
and vehicle ownership) as explanatory variables based on the data set. The heterogeneity of the
passengers was addressed in the model by including these socio economic variables in the reported
distance function as well as in the coarseness function. The vectors xi in Equation (1) and Xi in
Equation (2) include socio economic explanatory variables mentioned in Table 2. Further, the error
terms in these functions take into account the unobserved heterogeneity and unpredictability of travel
behavior of passengers.

Table 2. Explanatory variables used for the heaping model.

Variable Definition
Percentage of Value 1 for Access Percentage of Value 1 for Egress

Walking Informal Private Bus Walking Informal Bus

Gender
Dummy: 1 if
respondent is male; 0 if
otherwise

0.74 0.69 0.80 0.70 0.75 0.67 0.69

Under 30 years old
Dummy: 1 if
respondent is younger
than 30; 0 if otherwise

0.67 0.72 0.48 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.69

Low household income

Dummy: 1 if monthly
household income is
less than 30,000 INR;
0 if otherwise

0.29 0.32 0.15 0.29 0.27 0.32 0.23

Low individual income

Dummy: 1 if monthly
individual income is
less than 30,000 INR;
0 if otherwise

0.74 0.79 0.53 0.76 0.71 0.78 0.81

Vehicle ownership
Dummy: 1 if there is
a vehicle in the home;
0 if otherwise

0.75 0.74 0.93 0.81 0.76 0.74 0.96

We estimated this bivariate ordered response probit model using GAUSS [34],
a matrix-programming software that provides routines for ML estimation. Table 3 presents the
estimation results. We excluded private transport from the analysis of egress due to the small sample
size. Only significant variables are left for each mode. In the coarseness function, the estimated
values of log-distance coefficient α are positive in all modes with large t-statistics. This verifies that
the coarseness level increases with travel distance. The estimate for gender showed a negative value
for access by walking, but a positive value for informal access. This implies that men give less
coarseness than women in the case of walking, but more coarseness for informal travel. The reason for
this difference requires further research. The estimate of low individual income showed a positive
value in the case of buses for egress, but was not significant for other cases. The percentage of low
individual income among bus users is higher for egress compared to other modes, as shown in Table 2.
This suggests that those with low individual incomes may often ride the bus, and that higher frequency
of use may lead to more coarseness since users become accustomed to the distance. In the distance
function, the estimates of gender and young age are positive and significant in the case of walking
and informal transit. This indicates that men or young people travel longer than others in those cases.
The estimates for low household income also show positive values in the case of informal and private
transport, implying that individuals with low household incomes travel more than others. This is
reasonable for private transport since two-wheelers, a popular form of travel among low-income
Indians, is included in the private mode. The estimates of vehicle ownership show negative values for
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walking in terms of both access and egress, suggesting that vehicle owners are less willing to walk.
These estimation outcomes reasonably explain the rounding of reported distances, and are expected to
properly account for the rounding errors in the analysis of the data set.

Table 3. Estimation results of the heaping model.

Variables

Access Egress

Walking Informal Bus Private Walking Informal Bus

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Estimates
(t-stat.)

Coarseness function

Log-distance (α) 1.081
(15.670)

0.969
(8.505)

0.982
(5.365)

1.101
(9.784)

1.149
(19.241)

1.061
(11.106)

0.809
(5.773)

Constant −6.346
(−13.133)

−5.908
(−6.207)

−7.098
(−4.614)

−8.379
(−8.514)

−6.836
(−16.425)

−6.400
(−7.383)

−6.128
(−4.875)

Gender −0.311
(−1.949)

0.346
(1.963) - - - - -

Low individual income - - - - - - 0.838
(2.278)

Threshold (θ1) 1.564
(8.871)

1.499
(8.268)

2.301
(7.463)

2.119
(7.998)

1.712
(9.266)

1.336
(6.434)

2.460
(7.588)

Threshold (θ2) - 3.629
(14.441) - - - 3.620

(13.298) -

Distance function

Constant 6.301
(46.412)

7.677
(107.859)

8.450
(102.551)

8.126
(85.327)

6.164
(57.366)

7.816
(182.213)

8.370
(72.098)

Gender 0.306
(3.150) - - - 0.214

(2.683) - -

Young age 0.262
(3.096)

0.178
(2.267) - - 0.212

(3.047) - -

Low household income - 0.173
(2.110) - 0.635

(2.803) - - -

Vehicle ownership −0.319
(−3.141) - - - −0.226

(−2.794) - -

Std. deviation (σe)
0.736

(24.923)
0.647

(25.284)
0.827

(13.063)
0.828

(12.005)
0.694

(27.797)
0.682

(22.318)
0.949

(10.462)

Sample size 364 343 107 99 472 269 81

Mean log-likelihood −2.124 −2.435 −2.822 −2.722 −2.173 −2.398 −2.968

3.2. Multiple Imputation to Obtain Exact Values of Reported Distances

The random heaping model described in the previous section helps us to understand the interval
into which the true distance y∗i falls. Given the reported values and estimated parameters of the heaping
model, we used MI to draw the missing values of the true distance based on the work of Heitjan and
Rubin [23] and Drechsler and Kiesl [24]. Heitjan and Rubin [23] carried out a Monte Carlo experiment
to test the effectiveness of their model and the experiment showed that the model was statistically
and numerically consistent to retrieve biased data from the rounded data. Later, Drechsler and
Kiesl [24] also performed a repeated simulation process by repeating the whole process of sampling,
imputing and analyzing data to verify that the imputation method provides unbiased point estimates.
According to their verification, we assume the imputation method can draw unbiased imputed values,
and does not execute experiment on the evaluation of this methodology. We focused on applying their
methodology to generate exact distances for our goal to estimate the influence area of each access
mode. The procedure of the imputation task is described as following.

Given the estimated parameters of the heaping model, ϕ = (β,γ,θ,α, σε) and the fixed observed
data (yi, xi), the (ln

(
y∗i

)
, z∗i ) for individuals i = (1, . . . , n) follows bivariate normal distributions.

The value of yi confines (ln
(
y∗i

)
, z∗i ) to the plausible region defined by Equations (3), (4) and (7) for each

mode. We implemented the imputation task using a simple rejection sampling approach:
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(1) Draw candidate values for
(
ln

(
y∗i

)imp
, z∗i

)
from a truncated bivariate normal distribution with

mean vector (5) and covariance matrix (6) using the estimated parameters ϕ, where the truncation
points are provided by the maximum possible degree of rounding given the reported distance yi
(e.g., for a reported distance value of 500 m with possible degrees of rounding of 100, 500 and
1000 m), ln(y∗i ) is bounded by ln(250) and ln(750), and z∗i has to be (−∞, θ).

(2) Accept the drawn values if they are consistent with the observed rounded distance
(i.e., rounding the drawn value y∗i according to the drawn rounding indicator z∗i gives the

observed distance yi), and impute exp
(
ln

(
y∗i

)imp
)

as the exact distant value.

(3) Otherwise, draw again.

Repeating this procedure m times gives m imputed data points that properly reflect the uncertainty
of imputation. In this study, we repeated the procedure 1000 times to approximate the true values
of distance for each mode. For example, Figures 4 and 5 display the original and imputed data of
the informal mode, respectively. Before imputation, all reported distance data were concentrated at
multiples of 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 m.
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This reported distance data also presents relatively high frequencies at 1000, 2000 and 3000 m.
After imputation, the rounding effect is accounted for, and imputed distances are distributed around
the original report values. Meanwhile, the imputed data properly reflect the relative frequency
characteristics of the original data.
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4. Estimating Influence Areas of Each Mode

After the imputation, we proceeded with the distance decay analysis for each mode to estimate
their influence area. Furthermore, we determined the threshold distances for walking using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

4.1. Distance Decay Analysis

Distance decay analysis has received more attention in field of investigating distances travelled to
access transit stations [9,26–28]. The exponential distance decay function to forecast transit walking
accessibility was put forward by Zhao et al. [9].

As shown in Figure 6, after data imputation, it is clear that the coverage of people who walk
a given distance (or more) decreases in an exponential shape. Thus, we used the exponential form of
the decay function to study travel distances of each mode.

y = exp(−αd), (9)

where y is the percentage of passengers traveling a particular distance d (or more), and α is the
exponential decay constant to be estimated. According to this decay function, the mean distance can
be calculated as 1/α, and the median value of the distance can be calculated as the 50th percentile of
the exponential decay, ln(2)/α.
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Figure 6. (a) Distribution of distances for access by walking before imputation; (b) distribution of
distances for access by walking after imputation.

We conducted distance decay analysis using the original data set before and after implementing
MI. Table 4 summarizes the estimation results of the data set before and after MI for access, while Table 5
covers egress. Since the sample sizes are enlarged after imputation, the modified t-statistic values were
used for imputed datasets giving identical sample sizes to before and after MI.

Table 4. Estimation results of decay functions for access.

Walking Informal Bus Private

Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI

Coefficient α
(t-stat)

0.00119
(25.14)

0.00135
(34.68)

0.00030
(46.95)

0.00034
(44.03)

7.70 × 10−6

(0.87)
0.00016
(35.03)

8.42 × 10−6

(0.91)
0.00016
(36.79)

R2 0.974 0.986 0.991 0.989 0.040 0.985 0.040 0.984
Adjusted R2 0.915 0.967 0.941 0.983 −0.015 0.982 −0.010 0.982
Sample size 18 18 21 21 19 19 21 21
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Table 5. Estimation results of decay functions for egress.

Walking Informal Bus

Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI

Coefficient α
(t-stat)

0.00136
(23.45)

0.00164
(35.72)

0.00033
(41.77)

0.00038
(27.99)

0.00011
(27.56)

0.00013
(25.94)

R2 0.973 0.988 0.991 0.978 0.969 0.964
Adjusted R2 0.907 0.965 0.928 0.972 0.928 0.962
Sample size 16 16 17 17 25 25

The estimation outcomes of the imputed data show a higher model fit in all modes than data
before imputation. In addition, the original data without imputation failed to yield estimations in the
case of buses and private transport for access. Moreover, the exponential decay constant α is highly
significant across all modes after MI. The estimation results of buses and private transport for access
have very close values, implying that they have the same distance decay curve. The exponential decay
constant α for walking is significantly higher than that of other modes, showing a rapid fall of coverage
percentile with the increase in walking distance.

Figures 7 and 8 show the decay curves estimated from the reported data for access by walking
before and after MI respectively. The distribution of imputed data shows a gentle decline at short
distances, a shaper decline at a certain distance, and a gradual tail which is consistent with the studies
of [11,28]. However, the distribution of original data cannot catch this feature because of the rounding
error. The exponential decay function used in our study cannot reflect the gentle decline character
of the coverage at short distances properly, while it shows a good fit at long distances. A further
improvement in the decay function is required for future study.
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Figure 7. Distance decay curve for access by walking before multiple imputation (MI).

Figure 8. Distance decay curve for access by walking after MI.
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Figures 9 and 10 present the decay curves estimated from the imputed data for access and egress,
respectively. At the same coverage of passengers, the travel distance increases in the order of walking,
informal transit, buses and private transport.
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Figure 9. Distance decay curves for all modes of access.
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Figure 10. Distance decay curves for all modes of egress.

Tables 6 and 7 summarize travel distances estimated directly from the dataset set as well as from
decay functions. The results of before and after MI are also compared. In many cases, the raw data
before MI only gives the same distances for different coverage percentiles while the imputed data
can catch distance differences among various coverage percentiles. The decay analysis on the raw
data can overcome this problem to a certain extent but not for all cases. For example, in the decay
analysis of buses and private transport for access, we could not get any useful regression result. On the
other hand, the MI can cover the heaping problem properly giving different travel distance values to
each coverage percentile through all modes. Furthermore, the decay analysis on the imputed data can
detect the different decay tendencies of travel distances in various modes.
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Table 6. Summary of travel distances for access (m).

Walk Informal Bus Private

From Dataset From Decay
Function From Dataset From Decay

Function From Dataset From Decay
Function From Dataset From Decay

Function

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Before
MI

After
MI

Minimum 100 50 - - 500 269 - - 500 253 - - 500 253 - -
Maximum 5000 5497 - - 20,000 20,982 - - 35,000 37,488 - - 40,000 42,477 - -

Mean 800 800 800 700 3300 3300 3300 2900 6600 6600 - 6200 5500 5700 - 6300
Median 600 700 600 500 2500 2500 2300 2000 4000 4400 - 4300 3000 3500 - 4300

70th percentile 1000 900 1000 900 3000 3400 4000 3500 7000 7200 - 7500 5000 5200 - 7500
75th percentile 1000 1000 1200 1000 4000 3900 4600 4100 8000 8100 - 8700 6000 6100 - 8700
80th percentile 1000 1200 1300 1200 5000 4400 5400 4700 10,000 9800 - 10,100 8000 8100 - 10,100
85th percentile 1500 1400 1600 1400 5000 4900 6300 5600 12,000 11,900 - 11,900 12,000 11,700 - 11,900
90th percentile 1500 1600 2000 1700 6000 6000 7700 6800 15,000 13,200 - 14,400 15,000 13,400 - 14,400

Table 7. Summary of travel distances for egress (m).

Walk Informal Bus

From Dataset From Decay Function From Dataset From Decay Function From Dataset From Decay Function

Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI Before MI After MI

Minimum 50 26 - - 400 274 - - 500 255 - -
Maximum 5000 5483 - - 15,000 16,000 - - 35,000 37,498 - -

Mean 700 700 700 600 3200 3200 3000 2600 7100 7000 9100 7700
Median 500 700 500 400 2000 2400 2100 1800 3500 3500 6300 5300

70th percentile 1000 800 900 700 3200 3500 3600 3200 7000 6700 11,000 9300
75th percentile 1000 800 1000 800 4000 4000 4200 3600 7000 7400 12,600 10,700
80th percentile 1000 900 1200 1000 4000 4400 4900 4200 10,000 8800 14,600 12,400
85th percentile 1000 1000 1400 1200 5000 4800 5800 5000 12,000 12,400 17,200 14,600
90th percentile 1000 1200 1700 1400 6000 6200 7000 6000 20,000 18,900 21,000 17,800
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Distances estimated from the imputed dataset were rounded to multiples of 100 m in order to
give a reference for TOD policies. The distant curves of private transport and buses are consistent with
each other since their exponential decay constants are of the same value.

Comparing access and egress, access distance is slightly longer than egress in the case of walking
and informal, while shorter in the case of bus.

The mean distance increases in the order of walking, informal transit, private transport and buses.
We thus conclude that faster modes are attributed to longer distances. The estimation result of decay
function with the imputed data shows that the mean values of distance for access are 700 m for walking,
2900 m for informal transit, 6300 m for buses and private transport. India’s national TOD policy
specifies 500–800 m as the extent of an influence area for walking. According to the decay curves,
this distance only covers 50%–65% of transit passengers who walk to stations.

The 85th percentile value has been calculated to define catchment areas around transit stations for
walking and cycling [9,11,35]. Therefore, we consider the 70th–90th coverage percentile for each mode
in order to evaluate the appropriate influence areas. As shown in Table 6, the 85th percentile distances
for access are 1400 m for walking, 5600 m for informal transit, 11,900 m for private transport and
buses, estimated from the decay functions with imputed data. Informal transit has a shorter distance
than private transport and buses, since some informal modes (such as cycle rickshaws) cannot cover
distances as long as motorized modes.

As shown in Figure 2, 60% of passengers use modes other than walking for access, and 44% of
passengers use modes other than walking for egress around the DMR. It is necessary to take these
passengers into account for TOD planning, especially considering India’s high density population.
According to the estimation results, a multiple range of influence areas can be valid for TOD planning
in cities with high density and multimodal accessibility. Depending on the goal of transit coverage,
different influence zones can be assigned to various modes. The TOD has been widely accepted as
a valid approach for environmentally sustainable city developments. One of the strategies in TODs is to
improve the accessibility of transit and to extend the benefits for larger sections of the society. This can
be achieved by extending the influence areas properly and thereby benefitting larger areas around the
transit station. Figure 11 presents this concept visually. The influence area of a transit station can be
considered in terms of multiple ranges of 1200 m for walking, 4700 m for informal, and 10,100 m for
private transport and buses according to the 80th percentile decay estimation results on the imputed
data. Each range can be a geographical area covered by the exact travel distance of each mode.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 21 
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4.2. ROC Analysis

The distance decay analysis provides useful insight into the relationship between the coverage
of passengers and travel distance. A criterion for estimating the influence area can be deduced
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from the decay curves according to the appropriate coverage of passengers in TOD planning.
However, decay curves cannot give the threshold for how far people are willing to travel via each
mode. In this study, we applied ROC analysis to find the threshold value of distance that passengers
are actually willing to walk with imputed data.

The ROC analysis is useful for capturing the trade-off between the true positive rate or sensitivity
and the false positive rate (1-specificity) across a series of cut-off points. The threshold values are
determined by Youden’s index in ROC analysis, highest sensitivity plus specificity, and the closest
point on the curve to the (0, 1) corner criterion. According to Gonen [36], the cut-off point can be
obtained by realizing the point on the curve with the highest Youden index. Youden’s index is the
maximum vertical distance from the ROC curve to the line of equality. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of
the analysis can be determined by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) (ranging from 0 to 1).
The closer the AUC is to 1, the more discriminatory the analysis is [30,31].

In this study, we defined passive walkers as passengers who use informal transit, private transport,
and buses instead of walking with a given distance. Figure 12 displays the ROC curves for access
and egress for walking before and after MI. The ROC curves estimated with original data have fewer
numbers of data points and do not provide a smooth curve like that estimated with imputed data.
Due heaping of original data, the Youden’s index was the same for multiple data points, the threshold
value could not be assigned to a single distance range and the maximum value was therefore considered
to be the threshold.
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Figure 12. (a) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for access by walking before imputation;
(b) ROC curve for egress by walking before imputation; (c) ROC curve for access by walking after
imputation; (d) ROC curve for egress by walking after imputation.

Table 8 contains the estimation results. In terms of distinguishing between active and passive
participants, we found Youden’s index criteria to be 0.757 and 0.834 for access and egress distances after
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MI, respectively. The AUC values are close to 1 showing the effectiveness of those results. The threshold
distance is around 1200 m for both access and egress. This means that people are willing to walk no
more than 1200 m, and most passengers change to another form of travel when the access and egress
distances are longer than 1200 m. This distance is close to the 80th coverage distance for access and
between 80th and 85th coverage distance for egress, as shown in the decay analysis. The threshold
distance calculated using original data for access is around 1700 m and it matched to the 90th coverage
distance of the decay analysis. For egress, the threshold value is the same for distance data before and
after MI.

Table 8. Estimation results of ROC for walking.

ROC Analysis Access Egress

Before MI After MI Before MI After MI

Maximum Youden index −0.688 −0.757 −0.739 −0.831
Threshold (m) 1700 1200 1100 1100

AUC 0.918 0.942 0.932 0.933
Observations N 51 56 51 55

5. Conclusions

In this study, we focused on passengers’ multimodal accessibility and last mile distances to DMR
stations to examine the appropriate influence area for TOD planning in New Delhi. According to
the 2015 survey administered to Delhi metro passengers by the DMRC, walking, informal transit,
buses and private transport are considered effective access and egress modes in New Delhi.

The reported distance obtained from such passenger surveys causes considerable rounding and
heaping problems, which leads to bias in the estimation of the distance. Therefore, we applied a random
heaping model to account for the rounding problem and MI to impute the missing data. We then
employed distance decay and ROC analysis to determine the distances travelled by each mode to
estimate influence area of each mode.

The estimated distance by decay analysis showed different values for different modes.
Travel distance increases in the order of walking, informal transit, buses and private transport.
Buses and private transport showed the same decay curve, implying that they cover the same distance
from transit stations. In addition, travel distance varies with the coverage percentile of passengers.
The result shows that the current TOD strategies, while it specifies 500 m for the influence area, can only
cover 50% of the current transit passengers who walk to stations (i.e., 20% of total transit passengers
since only 40% of transit passengers walk to stations), and cover very few of the passengers who travel
by other modes. This means that almost 80% of current transit passengers would be excluded from the
TOD target area. In other words, we need to provide about four times the amount of high density
land for a 500 m circle around a transit station in order to cover all transit passengers. This would be
unreasonable because Indian cities already have very high density land use, especially around transit
stations. Therefore, as it is not feasible to delineate a single influence area, we propose a multiple range
of influence areas for TOD planning in Indian cities, considering their multimodal accessibility and
high density populations. In addition, the goal of coverage percentage should be carefully specified,
taking into account urban population density, population distribution and land use characteristics.

The informal modes are the most preferred mode after walking for the last mile connectivity in
New Delhi as shown in the survey data. The distance decay analysis results show that the catchment
areas of transit stations with regard to this access mode will be largely extended compared to walking.
By including the informal modes, the TOD influence area can be extended to benefit larger areas of the
city with sustainable and inclusive development.

Furthermore, we used ROC analysis to check the threshold distance for walking. The threshold
value was 1200 m for access and 1110 m for egress, which is consistent with the results of the 80th
percentiles of decay analysis. This implies that most passengers are willing to walk longer distances
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to access transit stations than what is mentioned in the current TOD guidelines for India and the
standards adopted by MPD-2021 for New Delhi.

The study approach can be applied in other developing countries especially where there is
multimodal last mile connectivity. Many cities in south east Asian countries also have the presence of
informal transport modes as well as buses and private vehicles (cars and two-wheelers). These cities
can use the empirical findings and the methodology of this study to understand the last mile distances
travelled by various modes to transit stations when they explore the concepts of TOD in urban planning.

However, there are some limitations here. We only considered distance because we did not have
reliable time data, although time is an important factor in the last mile connectivity. Moreover, this study
gives a generic analysis across all stations only considering access and egress distances among different
modes. For future work, the effect of land use, built environment and route conditions on the catchment
area of TOD can be done focusing on any specific transit station area.
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